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A bit about me

- Research Scientist at AI2 
- I write NLP papers for a living!

- Mostly focus on: multimodal models, datasets, etc.
- The last time I was in a classroom was mid-2020 😱 

when I was defending my PhD
- no one was allowed to physically attend... so this is the first 

time I've been in a classroom with others since Jan 2020 (?)!

(Me, without a mask)



A bit about AI2
- AI2 = "Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence"

- Founded by Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen

- Mission: "to contribute to humanity through 

high-impact AI research and engineering."

- Mosaic, my team, is lead by Prof. Yejin Choi 

from CSE. Our goal: commonsense reasoning!
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What is multimodal grounding?

A collection of tasks requiring connection between more than one modality.

[Matuszek et al. 2012]

"Here are the yellow ones"

Human-Robot Interaction

[Kim et al. 2014]

Web Video Parsing

[Wu et al. 2017;
Sharma et al. 2019]

Alt-text Generation



Why study multimodal grounding?
Cross-modal reasoning is easy for humans, hard for computers

[Zellers et al. 2019]



Why study multimodal grounding?
Cross-modal reasoning is important beyond AI

Cognitive psychology work
since at least the 1970s.

[Miller and Johnson-Laird 1976]

"Symbol Grounding Problem"

[Harnad 1990]

"How are those symbols
(e.g., the words in our heads)

connected to the things they refer to?"
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Does my multimodal model learn 
cross-modal interactions?
It’s harder to tell than you might think!

Jack Hessel and Lillian Lee
EMNLP 2020
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I think it's "A"!!!
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An important question:
Does a given image-text task

require learning cross-modal connections?



An important question:
Does a given image-text task

require learning cross-modal connections?

Strategy:
To defeat models that ignore the 
image, rebalance the dataset!

A design strategy seen in:
- NLVR2 (Suhr et al., 2019)

- GQA (Hudson and Manning, 2019)
... and more!











But not all tasks can be re-balanced...

[Hessel et al. 2017][Kruk and Lubin et al. 2019]

Nothing like a 
toke after a long 

shift at work. 
Nicotine to the 

rescue!

Propaganda. No 
one who 

smokes for a 
long while ever 
looks this good.

[Vempala + Preoţiuc-Pietro 2019]



What does it mean to learn cross-modal connections?

[Friedman 2001; Friedman et al. 2008; Hooker 2004]

How 
many 
cats 
are 

there?

Multimodally additive model
How 
many 
cats 
are 

there?

Multimodally interactive model



Prototypical model comparisons
(numbers only for illustration, they aren't real)

How many 
cats are 
there?

pred

"Because our fancy method outperforms the image text ensemble, our model is utilizing interesting 
cross-modal interactions/attention/etc. to produce more accurate predictions"

Our finding: this argument can be unreliable!



It can be difficult to tell what multimodally interactive 
models learn... 

[LXMERT: Tan and Bansal, 2019]



Simplifying models with function projection

Multimodally-additive models

Linear model

Ensemble of visual+textual

Kernel SVM

LXMERT

Neural Net

Empirical
Multimodally
Additive
Projection

(We prove: uniqueness + optimality)



EMAP
in 20 lines of Python



Prototypical model comparisons
(numbers only for illustration, they aren't real)

pred

How many 
cats are 
there?



First test: EMAP for Balanced image+text tasks

[Hudson and Manning, 2019] [Goyal and Khot et al., 2017]
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[Hudson and Manning, 2019] [Goyal and Khot et al., 2017]



Next test: EMAP for Unbalanced image+text tasks

[Hessel et al. 2017][Kruk and Lubin et al. 2019]

Nothing like a 
toke after a long 

shift at work. 
Nicotine to the 

rescue!

Propaganda. No 
one who 

smokes for a 
long while ever 
looks this good.

[Vempala + Preoţiuc-Pietro 2019]











Takeaway:
report the Empirical Multimodally-Additive Projection performance!
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How do we build powerful multimodal models...
...capable of modeling cross-modal interactions?



These days: train the *biggest* possible model you can afford
on the *most* data you can grab from the web!
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These days: train the *biggest* possible model you can afford
on the *most* data you can grab from the web!

How do we build powerful multimodal models...
...capable of modeling cross-modal interactions?

Web data is 
"the best ally we have"

--- Halevy, Norvig, and Pereira, 2009



State-of-the-art circa early 2022
(but it's harder and harder to keep up with new web-trained, large models!!)



[Zhukov et al. 2019;
Zhou et al. 2018]
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Image+Text Tasks Video+Text Tasks

[Goyal et al. 2017; Suhr et al. 2018; 
Hudson and Manning, 2019;

Young et al. 2014]

2
Crosstask

Audio+Text Tasks

[DCASE2022;
Panayotov et al. 2015]

[Sharma et al. 2018]

3M Webly Supervised
Image-Caption Pairs

[Miech et al. 2019]

100M Web Video 
Clips + ASR

HowTo100M

[Baevski et al. 2020]

1000 hours of 
untranscribed speech

State-of-the-art circa early 2022
(but it's harder and harder to keep up with new web-trained, large models!!)



Biggest model I've seen recently (text only)

580B parameters!
(6x the number of stars in milky way!)

trained just to predict the next word given the _____



<aside>



http://www.incompleteideas.net/IncIdeas/BitterLesson.html

"The biggest lesson that can be read 
from 70 years of AI research is that 
general methods that leverage 
computation are ultimately the most 
effective, and by a large margin."



https://xkcd.com/1838/
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- Even outside of AI, it's very normal for methods to become quickly outdated.

- Our tools work better than ever before.

- "Most effective" → who gets to define this? how do you define this?

- What an "AI researcher" is simply in flux :-)

"... general methods that leverage computation are ultimately the most 
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Adding sweetener 🍬 to the bitter ☕ lesson:

- Even outside of AI, it's very normal for methods to become quickly outdated.

- Our tools work better than ever before.

- "Most effective" → who gets to define this? how do you define this?

- What an "AI researcher" is is in flux --- opportunities to shape the field abound!

"... general methods that leverage computation are ultimately the most 
effective, and by a large margin."



</aside>



MERLOT:
Multimodal Neural Script Knowledge Models
Rowan Zellers*, Ximing Lu*, Jack Hessel*, Youngjae Yu, Jae Sung Park, Jize Cao, Ali Farhadi, and Yejin Choi
NeurIPS 2021

MERLOT Reserve:
Neural Script Knowledge through Sound, Language, and Vision
Rowan Zellers, Jiasen Lu, Ximing Lu, Youngjae Yu, Yanpeng Zhao, Mohammadreza Salehi, Aditya Kusupati, 
Jack Hessel, Ali Farhadi, Yejin Choi
CVPR 2022



Key idea:

Learning from videos → temporal understanding





🙌
improvements:

- Added in the audio modality!
- More data! 6M videos → 20M videos!

- More compute! 400M "base" model → 700M "large" model
- More training! for 2 weeks on roughly 512 TPUs :-)

MERLOT-RESERVE



MERLOT + MERLOT Reserve work great!

[Zellers et al. 2019]



But: they don't have /exactly/ the same "magical" 
generalization "feeling" of the best text-only models 

out there...



GPT-3 Demo!

(content warning: GPT-3 outputs unfiltered and unrestricted free-text. While it 
usually doesn't, it can and has output offensive and/or graphic content.)



🦩Flamingo:
a Visual Language Model for Few-Shot Learning

Jean-Baptiste Alayrac*,‡ , Jeff Donahue* , Pauline Luc* , Antoine Miech* , Iain Barr† , Yana Hasson† , Karel 
Lenc† , Arthur Mensch† , Katie Millican† , Malcolm Reynolds† , Roman Ring† , Eliza Rutherford† , Serkan 
Cabi, Tengda Han, Zhitao Gong, Sina Samangooei, Marianne Monteiro, Jacob Menick, Sebastian 
Borgeaud, Andrew Brock, Aida Nematzadeh, Sahand Sharifzadeh, Mikolaj Binkowski, Ricardo Barreira, 
Oriol Vinyals, Andrew Zisserman, Karen Simonyan*

Hot off the press from DeepMind

(April 28, 2022)



Key idea:

instead of training an entirely new generator...

can we just let a large language model "see"?



Modeling details



Datasets



A window into some of the engineering required...

- 80B parameters = 320GB, just for the weights!!
- CPU vs. GPU vs. TPU (trained on 1536 TPU v4 chips for 15 days)
- floating point types + numerical stability + training dynamics...
- learning rates, pre-pretraining, architecture search, tweaks, tweaks, tweaks...



Qualitative results



Qualitative results



Quantitative results



Flamingo Demo!

Sadly, there isn't a public one



other cool multimodal models



CLIP

[Radford et al. 2021
https://github.com/openai/CLIP]

400M 
Image+Caption 
pairs from the 

web

600M-ish 
parameters



[Radford et al. 2021
https://github.com/openai/CLIP]

Recognition-style tasks, 
e.g., ImageNet, food 
classification, etc.

CLIP



DALL-E 2 "The University of Washington quad 
with cherry blossoms under the 
stars, mixed media, 8K trending on 
artstation"



some musings

discussion welcomed!



Bigger models genuinely generalize better: benchmark progress is real!

Modeling papers will continue to look more like systems papers

Many, many new applications out there.

The purview of  "NLP research" is broadening --- lots of room for creativity!

There are /lots/ of ethics and privacy concerns with training and deploying models



More multimodal work at AI2!



++

Zero resource prediction results:



363K (clue, inference) pairs 
over 103K images!



Big thanks to my awesome collaborators,
and to you for listening!!

Jack Hessel: Research Scientist, AI2. Code, models, papers on my website!

Feel free to reach out: jackh@allenai.org ; www.jmhessel.com; @jmhessel on twitter

🍷
"MERLOT on VCR"

mailto:jackh@allenai.org
http://www.jmhessel.com


If we have more extra time...

Option 1: AMA! Happy to take any questions about me, AI2, multimodal ML, 
web-scale models, ....

Option 2: We can play with GPT-3 more, and I can talk about a few use cases I've 
used the model for, in practice.

Option 3: I can talk about a few other projects I'm working on that aren't out yet!


